FIRETAIL CASCADE
Hook - Tube or Hook
Tag - Floro Green floss
Tail - Yellow & Orange Bucktail
Orange Floro fibre
Hot Orange Fox
Rib - Silver wire
Body rear - Flat Silver
Body front - Black floss
Wing - Black Squirrel Tail
Pearl Krystal flash
Hackle - Yellow cock and Orange cock
Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to 4mm
before the start of the tag. Tie in a length of Floro Green floss and wind
the thread forward 3mm. Wind the floss up to form a tag and trim off.
For strength superglue and then varnish the tag. Take a small bunch
each of Yellow and Orange Bucktail and even up the tips. Roll them
together to mix and tie in for the tail twice the body length. Prepare and
tie in a small bunch of Orange Floro Fibre the same length. Prepare a
bunch of Hot Orange Arctic Fox by stripping out most of the guard hairs
and tie in half the length of the tail. Tie in a length of medium Silver wire.
Tie in a length of flat Silver tinsel. Wind the thread 2/3rds way up the
body trapping everything in and trim off the waste. Wind the tinsel up to
the thread forming a neat rear body, tie in and tie in and trim off. Now
tie in a piece of Black floss and take the thread to the head. Wind the
floss up to the head to form the front body and tie in. Rib all the body
with the wire. tie in and trim off. Prepare a small bunch of Black dyed
Squirrel and tie in so that it reaches to the end of the Fox tail. Tie in 4
strands of Pearl Krystal Flash the same length. Trim off the butts at a
taper and apply a small drop of thin clear varnish. Bind down tightly with
well waxed thread forming a smooth bed for the hackles. Prepare a
Yellow cock hackle and tie in by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns.
Prepare an Orange cock hackle and tie in by the tip, double it and wind
4 turns at the front. Trim off the waste, form a neat small head and whip
finish. Now apply several coats of thin clear varnish.
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